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Abstract 

The present document reports the work carried out on the development of agent communication software 
components within the scope of the Mas2tering project, as is the goal of deliverable “D5.4 MAS 
Communication Components”. 

The document contains a description of the communication components (i.e. agent-to-agent interaction 
protocols with the exchanged messages and their connection to the Mas2tering ontology) that were 
developed to cover the three Mas2tering use cases. 

 In addition, it describes the communication tests that were performed with the software to test their 
functionality, including the specific communication components that have been developed to cover the 
physical tests at Telecom Italia premises. 

[End of abstract] 
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Executive summary  
Mas2tering is developing a multi-agent system (MAS) based ICT solution that enables flexibility 
management within the low-voltage part of the electricity distribution network where decentralised 
decision making will bring value and competitiveness. In this vision, communications and in particular 
agent-to-agent communication play a key role. In the core of the Mas2tering solution, there is a 
distributed multi-agent platform in which agents, representing different stakeholders, deployed in 
different locations, need to communicate with each other. Also, special attention needs to be paid to the 
connection of this multi-agent platform with non-agent components such as forecasting and monitoring 
services and Home Area Network (HAN) devices.  

This deliverable documents the software communication components that were developed as part of the 
Mas2tering project to enable the agent communication following the design specifications previously 
provided in D5.3. 

The first part of the deliverable documents the agent-to-agent components that are part of the global 
Mas2tering communication architecture. This global communication architecture is built from the 
integration of three main components: 

• The generic JADE agent-to-agent protocols that are used in the Mas2tering solution, instantiated 
for protocols in the different use cases. Among these generic protocols, two protocols are 
extended to cover the Mas2tering needs (the Subscribe protocol to create the Publish-Subscribe 
protocol and the Contract Net protocol to cover the Flexibility negotiation protocols in 
Mas2tering). 

• The secure smart control component in the Mas2tering JADE platform which adds encryption 
and authentication capabilities to agents (i.e. needed when agents are deployed on different 
machines). 

• A JADE ontology generator, an Eclipse plugin that takes as an input a Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) and creates an Eclipse project containing a JADE-compliant ontology class and 
associated JADE beans. 

The second part of this deliverable documents the implementation of the agent-to-agent communication 
protocols (i.e. instantiation of the generic ones) implemented for each use-case. This implementation 
includes the specification of the messages exchanged and its mapping to the Mas2tering ontology. 

Finally, this deliverable documents the implementation of the communication software components 
needed to perform physical tests in UC1 (at the home level). These communication components include: 
(i) the Device agent interface with JEMMA that enables the communication between the Device agent 
and real devices; (ii) the connection between the Device agent and the forecasting web-services that 
allows the Device agent to have access to the forecast of the home and of any generation device; and 
(iii) the connection with the access control component that provides data access control for the Prosumer 
premises. 
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Definitions 
Agent Identifier (AID): The contact information of an agent in JADE. It contains all the required 
information for sending messages to a JADE agent (e.g. the agent’s name, address, container) 
 
A-plan: The expected consumption profile during the day of delivery for a given aggregator portfolio 
of prosumers. This concept is aligned with USEF framework. 
 

CEMS: The functional role defined in Common Information Model by CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart 
Grid Coordination Group. The CEMS concept is identical to the USEF BEMS (Building Energy 
Management System) but it operates at home level. 

 
Congestion point: Local congestion point in the distribution system. Since the distribution grid has a 
hierarchical structure a congestion point can be defined at multiple levels (on feeder level, distribution 
transformer level, substation level…). This concept is aligned with USEF framework. In Mas2tering a 
congestion point is identified by a LV/MV substation. 
 
Connection: A connection in the distribution system corresponding to a prosumer (each congestion 
point has associated a collection of connections). This concept is aligned with USEF framework. 
 

Device Abstraction Layer: A specification from OSGi Residential Group that specifies the set of APIs 
that next-generation of Energy Boxes will expose to provide access to physical devices through a 
uniform interface. 
 

D-prognosis: The expected consumption profile during the day of delivery for a given aggregator 
portfolio of prosumers including only prosumers related to a particular congestion point (i.e. the D-
prognoses can be derived from the A-plan of an AGR excluding all prosumers not related to the 
particular Congestion Point). This prognosis is sent by the AGR agent to the DSO agent in order that 
the latter can perform grid safety analysis. This concept is aligned with USEF framework. 
 
Energy Box: Commercial device to be installed in residential and small commercial premises. It has 
the ability to communicate with smart appliances and technologies and with the smart meter 
implementing the functionality of energy management system. 

TI Energy Box: The Energy Box developed by Telecom Italia (TI) considered in the project and 
based on an open technology (JEMMA). 

Mas2tering Energy Box: Mas2tering provides an enhanced functionality for the Energy Box by 
adding agents (Device and CEMS). The Mas2tering communication architecture introduced in this 
document is designed to be compatible with other CEMS present on the market. 

Gaia: A methodology for the analysis and design of agent-based systems. The key concepts in Gaia are 
roles, which have associated with them responsibilities, permissions, activities, and protocols. 
 
JADE: JADE is an open source middleware developed by Telecom Italia Lab (TILAB) which simplifies 
the implementation of agents and their communication by providing a framework that supports their 
development and debugging.  JADE is one of the most widely used MAS platform for research and 
industrial purposes. 
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JEMMA: An open source software component running on the Telecom Italia’s Energy Box that 
provides a basic Customer Energy Management System functionality (i.e. enhanced functionality is 
being developed as part of the Mas2tering project). 

Jena: an open source Java toolkit from the Apache Software Foundation that comprises an API for 
processing ontologies serialized in RDF/OWL. Cardiff University’s JADE bean ontology generator uses 
Jena to extract knowledge from the Mas2tering OWL ontology. 
 
Multi-agent System (MAS): A paradigm that models an application as a collection of software 
components, called agents, which are characterised by their autonomy, proactivity and ability to 
communicate. Agents in a MAS are considered improving the current methods for conceptualizing, 
designing and implementing software systems, and may also be the solution to the legacy software 
integration problem. 
 
P-plan: The expected consumption profile during the day of delivery of a prosumer. This concept is 
aligned with USEF framework. 
 
Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF): USEF is a set of documents services (USEF, 2015) 
that provide a detailed model for the developing smart grid products and services describing market 
processes and types of interaction between grid actors. D5.2 recommended the use the USEF as a 
reference for the definition of the Mas2tering framework and to enable the comparison of the project to 
other smart grid projects. Specifically, the market mechanisms described in USEF will be used for the 
definition of the optimization in UC2 and UC3. This helps provide guidance to the Mas2tering solution 
from both technical and business aspects without constraining its development. 
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1 Introduction  
Deliverable D5.4 comprises the development of the software communication components that allow the 
different agents types in the Mas2tering project, namely the Device, CEMS, AGR and DSO agents, to 
communicate. These software communication components have been identified and designed in D5.3 
and classified into two categories: (i) the agent-to-agent protocols that regulate the interaction among 
agents; and (ii) communication components between an agent and 3rd party software that enable the 
interaction between one agent and some external component (i.e. a physical device or the Energy Box). 

Regarding agent-to-agent protocols, they are meant to guide the range of interactions and interaction 
outcomes that can take place (e.g. flexibilities to be sold, the highest bidder will get it, …). 

Protocols are generally composed of a set of explicit, known and very detailed rules to be complied with 
by individuals involved in the interaction (e.g. one can increase the current bid by making a sign). 
Protocols can contain multiple roles (e.g. bidder, auctioneer). Each role is allocated a specific set of 
rules to be complied with (e.g. bidder can only make a sign for increasing the bid, auctioneer must make 
calls for bidders, indicating the current price).  

In this regards, protocols constitute a particularly relevant coordination with regard to Mas2tering. 
Indeed, the Mas2tering solution complies with the USEF framework in which interactions are 
standardized and can be directly casted as protocols. Moreover, the Mas2tering solution is building on 
JADE as the most appropriate agent implementation framework. 

Certain protocols (and all JADE protocols) are generic. These protocols can be applied for capturing a 
wide range of concrete interactions. For instance, the interaction “allocating a resource” is generic: it 
can be applied in a wide range of contexts. Note that most of generic protocols are also abstract: they 
need to be instantiated for a given problem. For instance, the “allocating a resource” protocol needs to 
be instantiated for determining which resource is to be allocated, in which situation and so on. Thus, the 
agent-to-agent protocols of this deliverable are implemented as instantiations of the generic JADE 
protocols, instantiated with the particular use case messages and using the Mas2tering ontology. 

Regarding the communication components between an agent and 3rd party software, loose integration 
schemes (e.g. web-services) have been prioritized in order to protect the Intellectual Property and the 
exploitation plans of the different project partners. 

The remainder of this document is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 reviews the different Mas2tering communication components whose implementation is 
documented in the deliverable. 

Chapter 3 describes the software components that are independent from uses cases, namely the JADE 
generic agent interaction protocols, the integration of JADE with the secure smart control component to 
secure agent-to-agent communication and the data model exchange generic components that translate 
Mas2tering ontology into the JADE ontology. 

Chapters 4, 5, 6 describe the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for respectively UC1, UC2 
and UC3 including the definition of messages and its mapping to the Mas2tering ontology. 

Annex A includes a detailed definition of Mas2tering data structures. 
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2 Summary of the Mas2tering communication 
components 

This section presents the different Mas2tering communications components whose implementation is 
documented in this deliverable. The design document D5.3 identified and designed a list of MAS 
communication components that needed to be developed in order to satisfy the Mas2tering requirements. 
Those MAS communication components were classified into two categories: (i) agent-to-agent 
protocols that regulate the interaction among agents; and (ii) communication components between an 
agent and 3rd party software that enable the interaction between one agent and some external component 
(i.e. a physical device or the Energy Box). 

Figure 1 shows the Mas2tering MAS communication schema with the different agent-to-agent 
interactions arranged by their use cases. Table 1 below describes for each protocol the types of agents 
involved and the types of message exchanged. In the figure agents are represented by blue boxes whereas 
agent-to-agent communication is represented by blue lines with the identifier of the corresponding 
protocol(s). As detailed in previous deliverables, Mas2tering solution relies on the underlying Java 
Agent Development Framework (JADE) platform. JADE is an open source middleware developed by 
Telecom Italia Lab (TILAB) which simplifies the implementation of agents and their communication 
by providing a framework that supports their development and debugging. The JADE agent platform 
can be distributed across multiple machines, regardless of the underlying operating system.  The 
communication between agents in JADE is implemented by a kernel service, the MTS (Message 
Transport Service), which selects the appropriate communication method to transmit the messages 
depending on the respective locations of the agents involved in the communication. If both agents are 
in the same container, a JAVA event is used. If they are on the same machine but in different containers, 
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is used. If they are on different machines, CORBA IIOP or HTTP 
can be used. 

Interactions among agents in JADE are regulated by protocols. These protocols standardise the 
interactions among agents since they provide detailed rules to be complied with by individuals involved 
in the interaction (e.g. one need to increment the current price of the offer in order to participate in the 
following round). Therefore, protocols constitute a particularly relevant coordination with regard to 
Mas2tering. Indeed, the Mas2tering solution complies with USEF in which interactions are well-
standardised and can be directly casted as protocols. 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this deliverable describe the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for 
UC1, UC2 and UC3 including the definition of messages and its mapping to the Mas2tering ontology. 
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Figure 1 Mas2tering communication schema with the different agent-to-agent interactions 
divided by use case 

 

Table 1 UC1, UC2, UC3 agent-to-agent protocols with the types of messages exchanged. 

UC Id Protocol Name Initiator Receiver Type messages exchanged 

UC1 P1 SubscribeFlexibility CEMS Device SubscribeToDeviceFlexibility, 
DeviceFlexibilityNotification 

UC1 P2 ProposeDevicePowerSchedules CEMS Device DevicePowerSchedules 

UC2 P3 SubscribePPlan AGR CEMS SubscribeToPlan, 
PPlanNotification 

UC2 P4 InPortfolioOptimisation AGR CEMS FlexRequest, FlexOffer, 
FlexOrder 

UC2 P5 TradeFlexibilityForPortfolioOpt
imisation 

AGR AGR FlexRequest, FlexOffer, 
FlexOrder 

UC3 P6 SubscribeDPrognoses AGR DSO SubscribeToDPrognosis, 
DPrognosisNotification 

UC3 P7 TradeFlexibilityForCongestion
Management 

DSO AGR FlexRequest, FlexOffer, 
FlexOrder 
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As stated in D6.1, Mas2tering focuses on local communities (i.e. of the size of a district) supplied by a 
single MV/LV transformer and in this case the only congestion point coincides with the MV/LV 
substation that supplies the local LV grid.  Therefore, all the UC3 agent-to-agent protocols that are 
related to publishing long term congestion points and registering connections (i.e. 
RegisterLongTermCongestionPoints, RegisterConnections, QueryCongestionPoints and 
QueryActiveAggregators) have not been implemented and hence not described in the current 
deliverable. Nevertheless, notice that for the sake of completeness and compliance with USEF these 
protocols have been defined in the design document D5.3. 

Regarding communication components that need to be implemented to connect agents with non-agent 
based software (e.g. the Energy Box or the forecasting services), as already stated in D5.3, all of these 
components are included in UC1, at the home level (i.e. for UC2 and UC3 all the communication takes 
place among agents and hence using the JADE communication framework). Figure 2 depicts the 
deployment of the Mas2tering solution at TI premises highlighting the connections not only among 
agents but also between agents and non-agent services. Note that for UC1, the functionality of the TI 
Energy Box, which runs an open software component technology (JEMMA) providing a basic CEMS 
functionality, is enhanced by the deployment of two Mas2tering agents: the CEMS agent and the Device 
Agent. In addition to the UC1 agent-to-agent protocols that are listed above, the physical tests at TI 
premises also involve the development of the following communication components: 

 
Figure 2 Deployment schema of the Mas2tering communication components at TI premises. 

 

Device agent interface with JEMMA (Section 4.4.1). As depicted in Figure 2, the TI Energy Box 
provides standard APIs to interact with devices through the JEMMA open source software, which in 
turn communicates with the ZigBee wireless low power network used by HAN devices (Smart 
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appliances and Smart meters). The Device agent can reference these services through HTTP Rest and 
WebSocket APIs.  

 

Device agent interface with the Access Control Component (Section 4.4.3). As depicted in Figure 2,  
access control to prosumer premises will be performed by PANDA (provided by TSSG). PANDA will 
be used to intercept requests for data and action commands from the CEMS agent to the devices in the 
HAN. Therefore, an integration between the Device agent and PANDA is needed in order for the agent 
to verify the access control are respected for the in-home devices in presence of a CEMS petition. 
Although for the demonstration in the project PANDA will be executed in TSSG premises and the 
communication among PANDA and the Device agent will be performed through web services in a 
commercial version, PANDA is expected to be executed in the TI Energy Box with TSSG licensing the 
software for this. 

 

Forecasting services integration with the Device agent (Section 4.4.2). As depicted in Figure 2, the 
Device agent will need to communicate with the Forecasting services (hosted at CU premises) in order 
to retrieve: (1) the house forecasted consumption for the next day (i.e. this is consumption that is not 
subject to any kind of flexibility) and (2) the forecasted production for any in-home production unit. 
This communication is performed via web-services. 

 

Forecasting services integration with the TI historical data server (Section 4.4.2). The CU 
forecasting service will need to communicate with the TI cloud storage platform (where the data from 
each TI house has been stored by a software module called Cloud synchronization bundle) in order to 
collect historical data of the house (and be able to compute the forecasts requested by the Device agent). 
This communication is performed via web-services. 
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3 Global Agent Communication Architecture 
This chapter describes the four main components that form the Global Agent Communication 
architecture, namely the agent interaction protocols (Section 3.1), the integration of the secure smart 
control component into the JADE-platform (Section 3.2), the Java ontology generator (Section 3.3) and 
the implementation of JADE-compliant agent-to-agent protocols (Section 3.4). 

3.1 Agent Interaction Protocols 

This section describes how we integrated the standard JADE protocol-behaviours within the overall 
Mas2tering solutions. In order to achieve this goal, we relied on the mechanisms provided by JADE 
protocol-behaviours (the procedure is the same for all protocols). Concretely, our behaviours simply 
expand the JADE protocol-behaviours by relying on the callback methods. In more detail, the callback 
methods are simply expanded to handle messages that require further processing in order to integrate 
the logic required by Mas2tering (e.g. updating agent datastore). This way, we connect JADE protocols 
to the rest of the solution. Then, these protocol-behaviours are integrated within the Mas2tering solution 
as behaviours within the overall agent behaviour (designed and implemented as part of D3.1).  

The JADE platform offers an implementation of five generic interaction protocols, namely: the 
AchieveRE protocol, the Propose protocol, the ContractNet protocol and the Subscription protocol.  

The next sections discuss whether these protocols are relevant with regards to the overall Mas2tering 
solution. More precisely, in order to get a better idea of the specificity of each protocol, we introduce 
(1) their purpose (2) the detail of their internal dynamic and (3) how they can be connected to the rest 
of the software, in case it is relevant for being used in Mas2tering, by extending the corresponding 
callback methods. 

3.1.1 AchieveRE Protocol 

Purpose: the AchieveRE (RE stands for Rational Effect) protocol handles interactions of the form 
“please do X” or “please tell me whether X is true”. They match the standard FIPA Request and Query. 
There is also an iterative version of this protocol that allows to perform series of requests. 1 

Internal Dynamic: the detail of the interactions captured by this protocol is detailed in Figure 3 (left). 
Basically, a first agent (the initiator) requests something from a second agent (the participant/responder). 
The second either accepts or refuses. If it accepts, then it (should) try to achieve the request, leading 
either to a failure, success or to a more detailed result. This protocol is to be used for performing series 
of requests. In the iterative version, the first agent requests to perform another task and so on. The 
interaction stops when the initiator agent sends a cancel message to the receiver agent. 

Integration into Mas2tering: the only interaction implying explicit requests for action is the 
ProposeDevicePowerSchedules protocol as described in D5.3. In this protocol, the CEMS agent requests 
the Device agent to comply with a given control signal. However, we decided to model this protocol 
using the FIPA Propose protocol (described in the next section) instead of with the AchieveRE protocol 
because the first power schedule proposed by the CEMS may be updated (and resend) as a result of a 
new optimisation before being executed. 

 

 

                                                
1 Note that only the initiator-side is altered: the receiver end of protocol-behaviour is already iterated. 
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Figure 3 Details of the FIPA Request protocols(left) and the FIPA Propose protocol (right) 

 

3.1.2 Propose Protocol 

Purpose: this protocol standardizes a one-shot proposal-making between two agents. Unlike FIPA-
Request-Protocols, the propose protocol does not inform of the result of executing the proposition and 
the protocol ends with the accept/rejection of the proposition. 

Internal Dynamic: The first agent (the initiator) makes a proposal to the latter (the 
participant/responder), by means of an ACLMessage.PROPOSE performative, who can accept it or not 
and then inform back the first one (i.e. by means of an ACLMessage.INFORM performative). 

Integration into Mas2tering: this protocol matches the description of the 
ProposeDevicePowerSchedules protocol that takes place between the CEMS and the Device agents in 
UC1. Thus, we implemented the ProposeDevicePowerSchedules protocol as an instantiation of the 
JADE Propose behaviours. 

 

Callback methods: 

In the Propose initiator class there is no callback method but the Constructor of the role is personalised 
by providing the message that must be used to initiate the protocol.  

Table 2 Callback methods for the Propose Initiator. 

Method signature Method documentation 
public ProposeInitiator(Agent a, Construct a ProposeInitiator 
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ACLMessage msg) @param a The agent performing the protocol 
@param msg The message that must be used to initiate 
the protocol. 

 

In the ProposeResponder class there is one callback method:  the PrepareResponse method that should 
be overridden with the particular implementation in order to get the content of the message (i.e. in 
ACLMessage propose). In addition to this, the protocol ProposeResponder is specialized by the 
constructor that takes as input the agent and the MessageTemplate that should be satisfied by the 
received messages in order to be accepted.  

Table 3 Callback methods for the Propose Responder. 

Method signature Method documentation 
public ProposeResponder(Agent a, 
MessageTemplate mt) 

Constructor. 
@param a is the reference to the Agent object 
@param mt is the MessageTemplate that must be used 
to match the initiator message.  

protected ACLMessage 
prepareResponse(ACLMessage 
propose){}; 

This method is called when the initiator's message is 
received that matches the message template passed in 
the constructor.  The default implementation return null 
which has the effect of sending no reponse. 
Programmers should override the method in case they 
need to react to this event. 
  @param propose the received message 
  @return the ACLMessage to be sent as a response (i.e. 
one of accept_proposal, reject_proposal, not-
understood).  
 

 

3.1.3 ContractNet Protocol 

Purpose: this protocol is to be used for delegating tasks that can be completed in multiple ways (e.g. 
different costs, outcomes). There is also an iterative version of this protocol that allows to perform series 
of delegations.2 

Internal Dynamic: an initiator provides a goal to a set of participants. These participants can either 
refuse this goal, refuse to reply or make a proposal about how they can solve this goal (e.g. costs, results, 
process). In the latter case, the initiator then decides and informs the participants about whether their 
proposal is accepted or rejected. Next, participants for which their tasks have been accepted (should) 
complete their proposal. Finally, these participants should report back the outcome of their action to the 
initiator: failure, success or more specific result. This protocol is further detailed in Figure 4. 

                                                
2	Note that only the responder-side is altered: the receiver end of protocol-behaviour is already 
iterated.	
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Figure 4 FIPA Contract-Net Protocol 

 
Figure 5 Negotiation flexibility protocol, instance of the FIPA iterated negotiation protocol 

 

Integration into Mas2tering:  the contract net protocol-behaviour is relevant in the project for 
designing the optimization protocols presented in D5.3. In more detail, Mas2tering needs to implement 
different multi-agent protocols that allow agents to be able to negotiate flexibilities at different levels 
(between CEMS and the AGR, among AGRs and between AGRs and DSO). Figure 5 depicts the 
sequence diagram for this flexibility negotiation protocol (i.e. as an instance of the generic iterated 
contract net protocol). 

Part iterated in the 
iterative version until the 
negotiation converges to 
an agreement or timeout 
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In more detail, this flexibility negotiation protocol has two main roles: 

1. Initiator: the flexibility negotiation is regulated by the flexibility initiator that starts and regulates the 
negotiation rounds. 

2.  Participant (Responder): they participate in the flexibility negotiation regulated by the flexibility 
initiator. They communicate for each PTU in the period (i.e. for the next 24h) the change offered in its 
power profile in response to the initiator requests. They also receive energy pricing information and 
flexibility requests from the initiator. 

 

In Mas2tering, every optimization level has an optimization protocol in which participants exchange 
FlexRequest (from the initiator of the protocol) and FlexOffer messages until convergence (i.e. 
agreement) or closure of the market and that finally ends with FlexOrder from the initiator to 
participants. Therefore, the three Mas2tering negotiation-based optimisation protocols (i.e. 
InPortfolioOptimisation, TradeFlexibilityForPortfolioOptimisation and 
TradeFlexibilityForCongestionManagement) will be implemented as instances of the generic flexibility 
negotiation protocol described above. 

To do this, the initiator of the protocol starts the negotiation by sending a CFP (Call for Proposals) to 
the N participants of the protocol. On the side of the responder, this 1-to-N protocol is modelled as a 
single session protocol (the responders are not aware that the initiator is negotiating with other 
participants and who are the participants). This CFP message contains an initial FlexRequest. 

Then, the participants start making proposals to the initiator by sending a FlexOffer message as response 
to this initial request. When the initiator has received an offer message from each participant (or after 
some deadline) it sends to each participant a new request message. These two steps are iterated until the 
initiator decides to close the negotiation (i.e. because it finds a set of offers that cover its requests or 
because the negation reaches some time limit). 

Notice that in Mas2tering, the FlexRequest message can be used by both: (i) the AGR to procure 
flexibility from CEMS and other AGRs in order to perform portfolio optimisation; and (ii) the DSO to 
procure flexibility from AGRs to solve some expected congestion.  

 

Callback methods: 

In the ContractNetInitiator class there are two callback methods: handleInform (that provides the 
application-specific code that deals with the Inform message that results from a notification) and 
handleAllResponses (in the case of 1:N conversations, specifies the application-specific code that 
processes the N received messages from notifications). 

Table 4 Callback methods for the ContractNet Initiator. 

Method signature Method documentation 
 
 
protected void handleAllResponses(Vector 
responses, Vector acceptances ){}; 

This method is called when all the responses have been 
collected or when the timeout is expired. The used 
timeout is the minimum value of the slot replyBy  
of all the sent messages. By response message we mean 
all the propose, not-understood, refuse received 
messages, which are not out-of-sequence according to 
the protocol rules. The default implementation does 
nothing; programmers might wish to override the 
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method in case they need to react to this event by 
analysing all the messages in just one call. 
@param responses the Vector of ACLMessage objects 
that have been received  
@param acceptances the list of 
ACCEPT/REJECT_PROPOSAL to be sent back. 

protected void 
handleAllResultNotifications(Vector 
resultNotifications) {}; 
 
    
 

This method is called when all the result notification 
messages have been collected. By result notification 
message we mean all the inform, failure received 
messages, which are not out-of-sequence according to 
the protocol rules. The default implementation does 
nothing; programmers might wish to override the 
method in case they need to react to this event by 
analysing all the messages in just one call. 
@param resultNodifications the Vector of 
ACLMessage object received  

 

In the SSIteratedContractNetResponder class there is one callback method:  

Table 5 Callback methods for the SSIteratedContractNet Responder.  

Method signature Method documentation 
protected ACLMessage 
handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp){}; 
 
 

This method is called to handle a CFP message and 
return the corresponding PROPOSE message. The 
default implementation does nothing and returns null. 
Programmers have to override it to react to this event. 
@param  cfp the initial CFP message to handle. 
@return the reply message to be sent back to the 
initiator. Returning a message different than PROPOSE 
(or returning null) terminates the protocol.  

protected ACLMessage 
handleAcceptProposal(ACLMessage cfp, 
ACLMessage propose, ACLMessage 
accept){}; 
 
      
  

This method is called when an ACCEPT_PROPOSAL 
message is received from the initiator. The default 
implementation does nothing and returns null. 
Programmers have to override it to react to this event. 
@param cfp the last CFP message. 
@param propose the PROPOSE message sent back as 
reply to the last CFP message. 
@param accept the received ACCEPT_PROPOSAL 
message. 
@return the INFORM reply message to be sent back 
to the initiator.  

 

3.1.4 Subscription Protocol 

Purpose: this protocol is to be used when an agent requests from another agent to be kept informed 
about something that the second agent can observe. The implementation of the Subscription Initiator 
works for 1:1 (the Subscriber subscribes to a single Subscription responder) and 1:N conversations (the 
Subscriber subscribes to multiple Subscription responders). 

Internal Dynamic: the first agent subscribes (i.e. by means of an ACLMessage.SUBSCRIBE 
performative) to the second. The second decides whether to accept the subscription or not. If accepted, 
the first agent waits for the second to send relevant information (i.e. by means of an 
ACLMessage.INFORM performative) until the second decides to terminate this interaction. This 
protocol is further detailed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 FIPA Subscription Protocol 

Integration into Mas2tering: These protocol-behaviours would perfectly match all “Subscribe-like” 
Mas2tering protocols and related behaviours (SubscribePPlans, SubscribeFlexibilities, 
SubscribeDProgronis). Only one modification is required which is that when an agent subscribes to 
another, it should receive immediately an inform-result as a result of the subscription, even when there 
is no update yet. The modification of this protocol to deal with this issue is explained as follows. 

Unlike the original method handleSubscription you can see that this method adds an immediate call of 
notification to the participant that just subscribed (subs.notify(this.prepareResponse(subs));); 

Then, when the publish method is called a new notification is sent to each of the subscribed participants. 
So, every time that in a particular application the agent needs to update some notification (i.e. when a 
CEMS agent has a new P-plan computed) the agent will call the publish method of the Publisher 
behaviour. 

This is the only change made to the original method, the Subscription Initiator role is kept as the original. 
We will refer to this protocol as the Publish-Subscribe and to the original one as the Subscribe protocol. 
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Figure 7  Code of the class Publisher role in the protocol that extends the Subscription 
responder. 

 

Callback methods: 

In the Subscription initiator class there are two callback methods: handleInform (that provides the 
application-specific code that the deals with the Inform message that results from a notification) and 
handleAllResponses (in the case of 1:N conversations, specifies the application-specific code that 
processes the N received messages from notifications). 

 

Table 6 Callback methods for the Subscription Initiator. 

Method signature Method documentation 
protected void 
handleInform(ACLMessage inform){}; 

This method is called every time an inform message is 
received, which is not out-of-sequence according to the 
protocol rules. The default implementation does 
nothing; programmers might wish to override the 
method in case they need to react to this event. 
@param inform the received inform message 

protected void handleAllResponses(Vector 
responses) {}; 

This method is called when all the responses have been 
collected or when the timeout is expired. 
The used timeout is the minimum value of the slot 
replyBy of all the sent messages. The default 
implementation does nothing; programmers might wish 
to override the method in case they need to react to this 
event by analysing all the messages in just one call. 
 @param responses the Vector of ACLMessage objects 
that have been received  

 

In the Publisher class there is one callback method:  

Table 7 Callback methods for the Publisher. 

Method signature Method documentation 
public ACLMessage 
prepareNotifications(Subscription 
subscription){}; 

This method is called every time a new notification 
needs to be prepared for a subscription. The default 
implementation does nothing; programmers might wish 
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to override the method in case they need to react to this 
event. 
@param subscription the subscription object for which 
we need to prepare the notification. 
@return the notification message to be sent 

 

3.2 Integration with the secure smart control component  

This section describes the implementation of the integration of the secure smart control component in 
the JADE-platform (that adds encryption and authentication capabilities to agents when they 
communicate) and tests designed to check this functionality. 

As described in D5.3, §5.5 Secure Stateless Communication Protocol, this solution is composed of 2 
main software components: 

• A Secure Communication Module, which will secure the communication 

• A Security Manager (Management & Enrolment interfaces), which will store public keys, and 
allow the platform administrator to manage the agent communication. 

 

3.2.1 Secure Communication Module Integration 

The Secure Communication Module will be directly integrated into JADE-platform using two 
components: 

• A “securitymodule” library, which will implement the mechanisms to handle authentication and 
encryption of messages sent and received by agents. 

• A JADE-SSCP module, which will call the security module library function into JADE agents 
workflow. 

 

Like JADE-S, JADE-SSCP module implements a JADE securityHelper in order to have a native 
integration into JADE platform. Each JADE agent only needs to call for the securityHelper in order to 
sign and encrypt an ACL. JADE agent doesn’t need to make a specific call for decryption and signature 
verification. This is done automatically when processing a received message. 

The JADE-SSCP module uses Java Native Interface programming Framework in order to call the 
securitymodule library. For performance reasons, we choose to develop the security module using native 
C language, that is why our JADE-SSCP module needs to use JNI (Java Native Interface) to call 
securitymodule library functions. 
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Figure 8  Secure Communication Module integration 

 

3.2.3 Security Manager Integration 

The Security Manager is the central application which will store the public keys, and manages 
authorization of the agents to communicate within the platform.  

This component has 2 interfaces: 

• An internal interface to receive public keys from security modules 

• An external interface for agent security management. 

 

The external interface provides: 

• A REST API for agent security management (Suspend, revoke an agent) 

• A GUI for agent security management (Suspend, revoke an agent) 

 

 
Figure 9 Global integration with other components 
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3.3 A Java bean ontology generator for data model exchange generic 
components  

 
Figure 10  Overview of model transformation 

 

The implementation of the Mas2tering domain data model is a semi-automated process, that aims to 
formalize a reconciliation of standards relevant to demand-responsive smart grids, framed by the 
flexibility and energy supply value chains as defined by USEF, into a semantic web ontology in order 
to facilitate the domain capture and interoperability of MAS. A reminder of the overall principle of the 
process is given in Figure 10. The semi-automated approach described makes use of an OWL ontology 
to cope with the heterogeneity, changeability and cyber-physical nature of the end application of the 
targeted MAS. In practice, domain experts edit/reconcile existing (and ideally authoritative) ontological 
resources using the Protégé3 tool and then use the dedicated Eclipse plugin to automatically generate the 
JADE-compliant Java classes that capture the domain data model. 

 
This section describes the implementation of the JADE ontology generator (whose design is described 
in deliverable D5.3) as an eclipse plugin called “jena2jade” to overcome the shortcomings of Protégé’s 
OntologyBeanGenerator. The plugin takes an OWL ontology (stored in an OWL/RDF file, loaded into 
a Java model thanks to Apache Jena4) as input and creates an eclipse project containing a JADE-
compliant ontology class and associated JADE beans. 
Figure 12 shows a UML diagram picturing the core classes used by the Eclipse JDT plugin to convert 
the Mas2tering OWL ontology produced in the Protégé OWL editor (through a manual alignment of 
various domain semantic resources, as presented in deliverable D5.3).  
The JadeOntologyGenerator class initiates the model transformation by: 

1. creating empty Java project, source folder and packages; 
2. creating the JADE-compliant Ontology class; 

                                                
3	Stanford's open source OWL editor http://protege.stanford.edu/	
4 Apache’s open source framework for semantic web and linked data http://jena.apache.org/  
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3. and, creating JADE-compliant concept and predicate classes by navigating in the in-memory 
Jena ontology model, which was loaded from the OWL/RDF file. 

The transformation infrastructure takes advantage of the functional programming support introduced in 
Java 85, a.k.a. lambda expressions. Lambda expressions allow to mix object-orientation and functional 
programming seamlessly. Basically, the model transformation algorithm presented in deliverable D5.3 
is decomposed into atomic functions 𝐼 ↦ 𝑂, where 𝐼 is a subset of OWL 2 constructs and 𝑂 is a subset 
of Java constructs. As depicted in Figure 12, all the “transformation classes” extend the custom abstract 
class AbstractGenerator<R>, which in turn implements the java.util.function.Consumer<R> interface. 
These classes represent a transformation operation that accepts an instance of OWL 2 construct 
(represented by a Jena-compliant class, e.g. an OWL class represented as an instance of 
org.apache.jena.ontology.OntClass) and creates and/or modifies relevant Java source files as a side-
effect. 
 

 
Figure 11 Principles of the transformation from OWL classes to JADE-compliant constructs 

                                                
5 http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/java/Lambda-QuickStart/index.html	
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Figure 12  Core classes of the Ontology-based JADE compliant Java bean generator 
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Figure 13 Principles of the transformation from OWL object and data properties to JADE-
compliant constructs 

Figure 13 summarizes the process of translating OWL datatype properties and OWL object properties 
into JADE-compliant constructs, respectively Java bean properties and classes that extend 
jade.Predicate. Convenient classes that follow the Builder design pattern are generated along the JADE 
bean ontology classes, in order to facilitate their instantiation in the MAS operational code. It can be 
noted that only XML built-in datatypes are supported, which should be compatible with most of the data 
models aligned by the Mas2tering OWL ontology. XML built-in datatypes include String, Boolean, 
decimal, float, double, duration, dateTime, time, date, anyURI (represents a Uniform Resource Identifier 
Reference) etc… 

Figure 11 summarizes the transformation process with respect to a subset of OWL class expressions, 
i.e. OWL classes and OWL property restrictions. It is possible to generate Java classes that are not to be 
used by the JADE messaging ontology or are not representing a type of agent, but that are still desired 
for the implementation of the MAS, by not subclassing any entity from the Mas2tering OWL ontology.
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3.4 Implementation of JADE-compliant agent-to-agent protocols 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 detail the implementation of the protocols designed in deliverable D5.3 and listed 
in Table 1 (Section 2). The code generation process presented above results in a set of Java packages 
and classes that support a JADE bean ontology. A JADE ontology defines the FIPA/ACL-based message 
content language that is specific to a MAS implementation. One of JADE advanced features is to define 
such an ontology as a Java class, JADE ontology functionalities then become responsible for the 
serialization (converting the payload expressed in Java into ACL, when an agent sends a message) and 
parsing (extracting the payload of an ACL message into Java constructs, when an agent receives a 
message).  
All message payloads make use of both predicates SentByAgent and ReceivedByAgent  Figure 14 maps 
agent classes with the communication protocols listed in Table 1. 
 

 
Figure 14 Objects of the send/receive predicates in agent-to-agent protocols 
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4 UC1 communication components 
This chapter describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for Use Case 1 (Sections 4.1-
4.3), including the definition of messages and the connection with the communication model, as well as 
the communication components between an agent and 3rd party software developed in order to cover the 
physical tests that will take place in TI premises (Section 4.4).  

 

4.1 Agent-to-agent interaction protocols  

This section describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for Use Case 1.  

 

Table 8 Subscribe Flexibility protocol 

Protocol SubscribeFlexibility 
Initiator(s) CEMS 
Receiver(s) Device 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

The CEMS subscribes to a device to get informed of the available flexibility that 
the device can offer for the required interval of time. The controllable device will 
send updates to CEMS every time this flexibility changes (i.e. a new finish time 
for a cycle have been set by the user). 

Sequence 
diagram 

 
Implementatio
n details 

The protocol run by CEMS and DeviceAgent is an instantiation of the Subscribe 
protocol as described in Section 3.1.4. In particular, the CEMS participates in the 
protocol as Subscription Initiator whereas the Device agent participates as a 
Publisher. The protocol uses the 1:1 conversation version when a single Device 
agent aggregates the communication with all the in-home devices (as it is the case 
in TI premises); otherwise the 1:N conversation is used. The device that is acting 
as a publisher calls the method “publish” from the Publisher class whenever the 
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flexibility of any device changes (i.e. for the arrival of a new forecast or any 
updated user preference). 

Callback 
methods 

For the SubscriptionInitiator (CEMS): 
          protected void handleInform(ACLMessage inform) 
          Code provided in order handle the messages with updates on the flexibility  
          of the devices (see DeviceFlexibilityNotification message type). 
For the Publisher (Device): 
           public ACLMessage prepareResponse(Subscription subscription) 
           Code provided in order for the Device agent to create the message for     
           the CEMS containing the flexibilities of devices correctly updated  (see  
           DeviceFlexibilityNotification message type). 

Message types • SubscribeToDeviceFlexibilities 
• DeviceFlexibilitiesNotification 
• Access control request/Permit 
• WebSocket sub-protocol for DAL APIs: a set of JSON messages 

implementing Publish/Subscribe pattern over WebSocket 
• ZigBee attribute notification: specific cluster asynchronous messages 

described in ZigBee cluster library. 

 

Table 9 Propose Device Power Schedules protocol 

Protocol ProposeDevicePowerSchedules 
Initiator(s) CEMS 
Receiver(s) Device 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

The CEMS agent communicates the power schedules resulting from the 
optimisation/negation to the Device agent. 

Sequence 
diagram 

 
Implementatio
n details 

The protocol run by CEMS and Device agents is an instantiation of the 
JADE generic Propose protocol (described in Section 3.1.2) with the 
CEMS as a Propose initiator and the Device as a Propose responder. The 
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protocol is run whenever that the CEMS agent after running some in-home 
optimisation/some negotiation gets new power schedules for each device. 
As explained in the message section the CEMS initiates this protocol by 
adding the Device as a recipient and passing by parameter to the protocol a 
DevicePowerSchedule message.  

Callback 
methods 

For the ProposeResponder (Device): 
           protected ACLMessage prepareResponse(ACLMessage propose) 
           Code provided in order for the Device agent to process the proposition   
           from the CEMS (i.e. result from the optimisation) regarding the power  
           schedules for the devices it represents (see DevicePowerSchedule  
           message type). The Device agent checks the authorisation of the CEMS  
           agent and the feasibility of the schedule and returns and  
           ACCEPT_PROPOSAL if accepted or a REJECT_PROPOSAL otherwise. 

Message types • DevicePowerSchedule 
• Access control request/Permit 
• HTTP POST for DAL APIs: an HTTP POST request with a JSON body 

specifying which DAL function method should be invoked 
• ZigBee command request/response: specific cluster messages described 

in ZigBee cluster library. 

 

4.2 ACL messages  

This section documents the messages exchanged in the context of UC1. 

 

4.2.1 SubscribeToDeviceFlexibilities message 

Protocol SubscribeFlexibility (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.SUBSCRIBE 
From agent type CEMS To agent type Device 
Payload name SubscribeToDeviceFlexibilities 
Payload contents PeriodStart = DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – starting time 

for which the information of the flexibility is being queried. 

PeriodEnd =  DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – ending time 
for which the information of the flexibility is being queried. 

PTU-Duration = Integer – the interval duration step in milliseconds. 

Payload description The CEMS agent sends its Device agent a request for subscription for the 
flexibility of the device for some specific PTUs.  The CEMS needs to specify 
the starting point of the period and the final point of the period for which it 
is querying the flexibility (i.e. the 0-PTU will correspond to the initial period 
and the final PTU to the end of the period) as well as the interval (PTU-
duration). 
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4.2.2 DeviceFlexibilityNotification message 

Protocol SubscribeFlexibility (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.INFORM 
From agent type Device  To agent type CEMS 
Payload name DeviceFlexibilityNotification 
Payload contents <DeviceFlexibilityInfo …/> = ArrayDeviceFlexibilityInfo(0..n) – Array of 

DeviceFlexibilityInfo (see DeviceFlexibilityInfo data structure), one for 
each aggregated device. 

Payload description The device agent sends to its CEMS agent the information regarding the 
flexibility of the devices it represents (depending on the development 
schema a single Device agent may aggregate all the information from all 
devices or different Device agents may be used). This information regarding 
the flexibility of a device will vary depending on the device type (Fixed, 
Deferrable, ExternalTie or Storage). Thus, flexibility for a fixed (i.e. non-
controllable) device is expressed as a fixed power demand curve.  In case of 
self-controlled devices, the flexibility may be a flexible regime in which the 
device can work, for instance to shift, increase or decrease their energy 
consumption or production. 
See DeviceFlexibilityInfo data structure for more information. 

 

 

4.2.3 DevicePowerSchedules message 

Protocol ProposeDevicePowerSchedules (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_PROPOSE) 
Performative ACLMessage.PROPOSE   
From agent type CEMS To agent type Device  
Payload name DevicePowerSchedules 
Payload contents DevicePowerSchedules = ArrayDevicePowerSchedule(0..n) – An array 

containing a power schedule for each device represented by the Device 
agent. 

Payload description The payload is a ‘new power profile’, which is the power profile being 
requested from the device by the CEMS. This is aligned with the extended 
power profile concept of OpenADR, as described in D3.1. The Device agent 
then accepts or rejects this request, updates its planned power profile 
accordingly, and subsequently controls the smart device according to the 
new updated planed power profile. 

 

4.3 Generated JADE ontology classes that support UC1 
communication protocols 

UC1 protocols SubscribeFlexibility and ProposeDevicePowerSchedules involve CEMS and Device 
agents. An offline test of these communication protocols has been implemented. Figure 15 shows the 
mock agent classes and the messaging behaviours implemented to that effect, while Figure 16 and Figure 
17 depict the main concepts of the Mas2tering ontology that are associated with CEMS and devices 
agents. 
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Figure 15 Communication protocols of UC1, test Java/JADE classes 

 

 
Figure 16 Ontology concepts associated with a Device agent. 
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Figure 17  Ontology concepts associated with a CEMS agent. 

 

4.4 Communication components for physical tests in UC1 

The following subsections describe the communication components that have been developed in order 
to cover the physical tests that will take place in TI premises. 

 

4.4.1 Device agent interface with JEMMA  

This section describes the implementation of a Device agent that acts as an interface between the TI 
Energy box (i.e. running JEMMA software) and the rest of the multi-agent platform. 

The Device agent is developed to run in the Energy Box and interact with JEMMA using Web services. 
Since JEMMA runs in the same OSGi (Equinox) container in the Energy Box, it can interact 
alternatively using OSGi services. The Device agent is based on JADE framework but uses the Device 
Abstraction Layer (DAL’s) REST API to actuate and receive data from devices. The DAL API provides 
REST and WebSocket access to its Devices, Functions and Events. For example, to request the list of 
devices, the Device agent can send the HTTP request: 
GET http://localhost/api/devices 
The agent receives the list of devices including their names, UIDs (unique IDs) and status. 

Consequently, for the functions supported by each device, it uses the device UID received in the 
response to the request the device list. The response is a list of the device functions including the list of 
operations under each function. 

The DAL PowerProfile function allows to receive information regarding the scheduled energy 
consumption of devices.  
GET http://host:port/api/devices/<device_uid>/functions 
The Device agent can then invoke operations on the devices as required from the CEMS agent once 
PANDA permits such CEMS request. The Device agent invokes operations on devices using the HTTP 
request: 
POST http://host:port/api/functions/<function_uid> 
with the operation in the request body e.g. {"operation":"setTrue"}. 
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The Device agent needs also to subscribe to device events e.g. change of status. The DAL supports event 
subscription using Websockets. A JSON object is expected to describe the subscription to specific 
function or device events. The Device agent currently subscribes to all events using wild cards: 
{"dal.function.UID":"*","dal.function.property.name":"*"} 
 

4.4.2 Forecasting web services  

This section describes the implementation of the communication component that allows the interaction 
between the Device agent and the forecasting services.  

The Forecasting services use an HTTP protocol to communicate with other Mas2tering components.  
Since the use case 1 is related to building level electricity management, the proposed forecasting service 
provides a building level prediction for both electricity generation and consumption for a day head. A 
day ahead prediction for the electricity consumption is accessible from the following link: 

http://[host]/predict/[Gridname]/consumption/[BuildingNumber] 

Similarly, the prediction results for the electricity generation are also accessible from the following link: 

http://[host]/predict/[Gridname]/generation/[BuildingNumber] 

 

To generate these prediction results, a client API also has been developed to access the historical 
database to fetch electricity generation and consumption every 15 minutes. Both the web services and 
client API have been developed on the JAVA platform.  

In addition, a weather forecasting information is also fetched through a client API written on the Python 
platform. The API for the weather conditions access to following link for the Turing region to fetch the 
day ahead forecasted weather conditions: 

http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/d/IT/LIMA  

The prediction engine processes both weather data and current consumption/generation information to 
make the 15 minutes’ timestamp based prediction which is included in the provided web services. 

The web services for the generation and consumption are illustrated in the Figures 7-8: 
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Figure 7 The POST request for the Italian grid energy consumption 

 

 

4.4.3 Access control services component  

This section describes the implementation of the communication component that allows the interaction 
between the Device agent and the PANDA framework. 

PANDA is a policy authoring, analysis and evaluation framework being developed at TSSG providing 
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) based on the XACML standard. In Mas2tering, the Device 
agent will be used to intercept data and action requests to JEMMA and consequently provides access 
control to HAN devices. The agent will not attempt to respond or act on the request until it receives an 
access control decision. It acts as a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and forwards the CEMS agent 
requests in the expected format to PANDA for evaluation and decision on whether to allow the request 
to be received by JEMMA.  

PANDA will provide an access control decision based on the subject (e.g. aggregator), the data source 
or some set of data attributes (resource) and the request type (action). The access control decision made 
by PANDA will also be based on the applicable XACML policy rules. These policy rules and attributes 
will be used by PANDA’s Policy Decision Point (PDP) Engine to make the decision. The outcome of 
the decision is either DENY or PERMIT. The Device agent then forwards the requests received from 
the CEMS agent to JEMMA if PANDA sent back PERMIT response. 

The PANDA platform is based on a Micro Services Architecture using components that are loosely 
linked and communicate using REST APIs and RabbitMQ compliant with AMQP (Advanced Message 
Queuing Protocol). However, there are pre-defined message structures that allow understanding 
messages between communicating components. JSON message format is used due to its very wide 
support in various languages and position independence of its elements. 

PANDA’s Context Handler acts as a proxy between external components such as the Device agent and 
XACML policy engine or the PDP. The PANDA platform defines the message from the Context Handler 
to the PDP engine as the following JSON structure. 
{"attributeRequest": { 

    "attributeDesignator": { 

Figure 18 The POST request for the Italian grid energy generation 
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        "name":"<attribute-name>", 

        "relatedName":"<related-attribute-name>", 

        "relatedValue":"<related-attribute-value>"  

        }, 

    }, 

"attributeResult": { 

    "resultValues":"<result-array>"  

    } 

} 

Therefore, a PDP attribute request will specify the name (attribute designator name), relatedName is the 
name of the known attribute and relatedValue is the known attribute value. The Context Handler will 
fill in an array of zero or more values in the "resultValues" array. For example, if a request specifies a 
"from person" but the policy rules relate to a person's group, then the PDP will make a request and the 
Context Handler will determine the group(s) that a person belongs to and return the information. The 
PDP will then be able to evaluate the policy set and determine if the related target policy and its rules 
apply. 

Currently the PEP (Device agent) intercepts external messages from the CEMS agent (subject) to 
JEMMA devices (resource) and uses the following JSON structure to send a PEP request to PANDA’s 
Context Handler. The request received is the action element, e.g. switching off device. 
{  
   "subject-id": "<subject-value>",  
   "resource-id": "<resource-value>",  
   "action-id": "<action-value>"  
} 
The PDP evaluation result is sent from the Context Handler to the Device agent in the following JSON 
format: 
{  
   "decision": "<result-value>"  
} 
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5 UC2 communication components 
This section describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for Use Case 2. It includes the 
definition of the messages and the connection to the communication model. 

 

5.1 Agent-to-agent interaction protocols  

This section describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols and the associated tests for 
Use Case 2.  

Protocol SubscribePPlan 
Initiator(s) AGR 
Receiver(s) CEMS 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

During day-ahead plan phase, the AGR needs to collect the P-plans from the 
prosumers it represents (i.e. via the corresponding CEMS agents) in order to create 
its A-plan. To this end, the AGR subscribes to the P-plan of the CEMS. As a result 
of this subscription the AGR will wait until receiving the first plan. This first P-
plan may change even when entering to the operate phase and the CEMS will 
update the AGR every time this happens. 

 Sequence 
diagram 

                                     

 
Implementatio
n details 

The protocol run by the AGR and CEMS agents is an instantiation of the 1:N 
conversation version of the generic JADE Subscription protocol as described in 
Section 3.1.4. In particular, the AGR agent participates in the protocol as 
Subscription Initiator whereas each CEMS agent participates as a Publisher. 

Callback 
methods 

For the SubscriptionInitiator (AGR): 
          protected void handleInform(ACLMessage inform) 
          Code provided in order to handle the messages with updates on the P-plan  
          of CEMS (see PPlanNotification message type). 
          protected void handleAllResponses(Vector responses) 
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          Code provided in order to handle the messages with updates on the P-plan      
         when all of them have been received for the first time (i.e. to call the  
       optimisation protocol). 
For the Publisher (CEMS): 
           public ACLMessage prepareResponse(Subscription subscription) 
           Code provided in order for the CEMS agent to create the message for     
           the AGR containing its P-plan (see PPlanNotification message type). 

 Message types SubscribeToPPlan, PPlanNotification 
 

Table 10 In-portfolio optimisation protocol 

Protocol In-portfolio optimisation  
Initiator(s) AGR 
Receiver(s) CEMS (on behalf of prosumer) 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

A local community of prosumers is enabled by an AGR to collectively optimise 
energy flows inside the portfolio without considering grid constraints (i.e. only 
considering generation costs, balancing issues, …). More specifically, the AGR 
enables a local flexibility market among the members of its portfolio (i.e. 
prosumers) and the optimisation is done based on negotiation with these 
prosumers (i.e. each CEMS receives flexibility requests) to exploit their available 
flexibility (e.g. by maximising the sharing of sustainable energy among its 
clients). In this negotiation protocol, the AGR sends to each active CEMS a 
FlexRequest message. Upon reception of a FlexRequest, each CEMS answers with 
a FlexOffer, result of performing an in-home optimisation considering the 
incentives given by the AGR in its FlexRequest. This exchange of messages is 
iterated until the AGR detects message convergence (i.e. its portfolio cannot be 
further optimised) or there is timeout (e.g. market closure or time of operation 
reached). The AGR finalises the protocol by sending a FlexOrder to each CEMS 
confirming the agreed flexibilities.   

Sequence 
diagram 

 

 
 

Implementatio
n details 

The protocol run by the AGR and the CEMS agents is an instantiation of the 
iterative JADE contract net protocol as described in Section 3.1.3. In particular, 
the AGR agent participates in the protocol as ContractNetInitiator (i.e. flexibility 
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buyer) whereas each CEMS agent in its portfolio (it is a 1:N protocol) participates 
as SSIteratedContractNetResponder. 

Callback 
methods 

For the ContractNetInitiator (AGR): 
          protected void handleAllResponses(Vector responses, Vector acceptances) 
         Code provided in order to process CEMS offers. If it has not converged  
         the protocol computes a new set of CFP with new FlexRequest updated  
         with the information received in the last round. Otherwise, if converged the  
         protocol just sends accept proposal messages to all the participants as a  
         state that they accepted their last offer. 
 
For the SSIteratedContractNetResponder (CEMS): 
           protected ACLMessage handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp) 
           Code provided in order for the CEMS agent to compute its FlexOffer (see  
           FlexOffer message type) in response to the received FlexRequest (see  
           FlexRequest message type). To do this, the CEMS calls the in-home  
           optimisation behaviour that takes into account both the in-home  
           costs/preferences and the incentives/opportunities from the AGR request.  
 
           protected ACLMessage handleAcceptProposal(ACLMessage cfp,  
          ACLMessage propose, ACLMessage accept) 
          Code provided in order for the CEMS agent to record that its last  
          FlexOffer (see FlexOffer message type) has been accepted. 
 

Message types FlexRequest, FlexOffer, FlexOrder 
 

Table 11 Trade flexibility for portfolio optimisation 

Protocol TradeFlexibilityForPortfolioOptimization  
Initiator(s) AGR or other actors interested on acquiring flexibility (i.e. the balancing 

responsible party) 
Receiver(s) AGR 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

Each AGR should be ready to handle flexibility requests from other AGR and 
negotiates flexibility offers for its portfolio. Similarly, the AGR can also 
communicate flexibility requests to other AGRs in order to buy flexibility to 
optimise the energy flows inside its portfolio. The AGR will need to propagate 
these flexibility requests to its prosumers (via the corresponding CEMS). 

Sequence 
diagram 
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Implementatio
n details 

The protocol run by AGR agents is an instantiation of the iterative JADE 
contract net protocol as described in Section 3.1.3. In particular, one AGR agent 
participates in the protocol as ContractNetInitiator (i.e. flexibility buyer) whereas 
the other AGR agent participates as SSIteratedContractNetResponder. The 
sequence diagram is showing a 1-to-1 negotiation (i.e. bilateral negotiations). In 
the case of N-to-N negotiations AGR1 will be representing the AGR local 
flexibility market and interacting with the N AGRs. 

Callback 
methods 

For the ContractNetInitiator (AGR1): 
         protected void handleAllResponses(Vector responses, Vector acceptances) 
         Code provided in order to process AGR2 offer. If it has not converged  
         the protocol computes a new set of CFP with new FlexRequest updated  
         with the information received in the last round. Otherwise, if converged the  
         protocol just sends accept proposal messages to all the participants as a  
         state that they accepted their last offer. 
 
For the SSIteratedContractNetResponder (AGR2): 
           protected ACLMessage handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp) 
          Code provided in order for the AGR/BRP agent to compute its FlexOffer  
          (see FlexOffer message type) in response to the received FlexRequest (see  
          FlexRequest message type). To do this, the AGR calls the in-portfolio  
          optimisation protocol considering also the FlexRequest received from the  
          AGR request.  
           protected ACLMessage handleAcceptProposal(ACLMessage cfp,  
           ACLMessage propose, ACLMessage accept) 
          Code provided in order for the AGR agent to record that its last FlexOffer                  
          (see FlexOffer message type) has been accepted. 
 

Message types FlexRequest, FlexOffer, FlexOrder 
 

5.2 ACL messages  

This section documents the messages exchanged in the context of UC2. 
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5.2.1 SubscribeToPPlan message 

Protocol SubscribePPlan (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.SUBSCRIBE 
From agent type AGR To agent type CEMS 
Payload name SubscribeToPPlan 
Payload content PeriodStart = DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – starting time 

for which the information on the flexibility is being queried. 

PeriodEnd =  DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – ending time 
for which the information on the flexibility is being queried. 

PTU-Duration = Integer – the interval duration in milliseconds. 

Payload description The AGR agent sends to every CEMS agent in its portfolio a request for 
subscription to the P-Plan for some specific period.  The AGR needs to 
specify the starting point of the period and the final point of the period for 
which it is querying the flexibility (i.e. the 0-PTU will correspond to the 
initial period and the final PTU to the end of the period) as well as the interval 
(PTU-duration). 

 

 

5.2.2 PPlanNotification message 

Protocol PplanUpdate (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.INFORM 
From agent type CEMS To agent type AGR 
Payload name PPlanNotification  
Payload contents PPlan = ExtendedPowerProfile -- The expected power profile of a prosumer 

for the period subscribed (i.e. usually the day of delivery) 
Payload description The CEMS updates the AGR on its plan, by sending its expected power 

profile for the period queried by the AGR.  The P-plan does not include 
details about the available flexibility or prices but only the quantity of power 
for each corresponding PTU. 

 

5.2.3 FlexRequest message 

Protocol In-portfolio optimisation (InteractionProtocol: 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.CFP   
From agent type FlexibilityBuyer To agent type FlexibilityProvider 
Payload name FlexRequest 
Payload contents FlexRequest = FlexRequest–  it includes the amount of power needed by the 

market for each PTU (i.e. negative stands for required production or 
reduction of consumption, positive stands for increment of consumption or 
reduction of consumption) and the price that is paid per unit 

Payload description FlexRequest messages are issued to indicate the actual need of the market 
(i.e. to reduce consumption or production).  
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5.2.3 FlexOffer message 

Protocol In-portfolio optimisation (InteractionProtocol: 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.PROPOSE 
From agent type FlexibilityProvider To agent type FlexibilityBuyer 
Payload name FlexOffer 
Payload contents FlexOffer = FlexOffer – Offer containing a list of PTUs, with for each PTU 

the change (positive or negative volume) offered by the flexibility provider 
in response to the associated FlexRequest. 

Payload description FlexOffer messages are created by the flexibility provider as response to a 
previous received FlexRequest message (i.e. FlexOffer messages should 
only be sent once a FlexRequest message has been received and must never 
be sent as an unsolicited message). So each FlexOffer message can be 
associated with the corresponding FlexRequest message. A FlexOffer 
contains a list of PTUs, and for each PTU the change (positive or negative 
volume) offered by the flexibility provider in response to the associated 
FlexRequest. 

Notice that unlike USEF, in Mas2tering we do not allow that multiple 
FlexOffer messages to be sent based on a single FlexRequest message. The 
reason for this is that in Mas2tering the protocol of flexibility negotiations is 
iterative and hence, multiple FlexOffer messages can be issued by the same 
flexibility provider but in response to different FlexRquests.   

Moreover, unlike USEF in which the price is contained in the FlexOffer, in 
Mas2tering the price is contained in the FlexRequest. This is required to be 
aligned with the agent-based protocols proposed as part of D3.3 in which 
messages are exchanged in that way. 

	

5.2.3 FlexOrder message 

Protocol In-portfolio optimisation (InteractionProtocol: : 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.ACCEPT_PROPOSAL 
From agent type FlexibilityBuyer To agent type FlexibilitySeller 
Payload name FlexOrder 
Payload contents FlexOrder = FlexOrder – Offer containing a list of PTUs, and for each 

PTU the change (positive or negative volume) ordered by the flexibility 
negotiatior initiator in response to the associated FlexRequest. 

Payload description The FlexOrder message is used to signal the acceptance of a previous 
FlexOffer. As such it contains the list of PTUs, and for each PTU the change 
(positive or negative volume) corresponding to the offer sent (i.e. this PTU 
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list should be copied from the FlexOffer message without modification), 
plus the accepted price to be paid for this FlexOffer. 

	

5.3 Generated JADE ontology classes that support UC2 
communication protocols 

UC2 protocols SubscribePPlan, InPortfolioOptimisation and TradeFlexibilityForPortfolioOptimisation 
involve CEMS and AGR agents. An offline test of these communication protocols has been 
implemented. Figure 20 shows the mock agent classes and the messaging behaviours implemented to 
that effect while Figure 19 shows the main ontology concepts that are associated with AGR agents. 

 
Figure 19  Ontology concepts associated with an aggregator agent. 
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Figure 20  Communication protocols of UC2, test Java/JADE classes 
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6 UC3 communication components 
This section describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols for Use Case 3. It includes the 
definition of the messages and the connection to the communication model. 

 

6.1 Agent-to-agent interaction protocols  

This section describes the implementation of the agent-to-agent protocols and the associated tests for 
Use Case 3.  

Table 12 Subscribe D-prognoses protocol 

Protocol SubscribeDPrognoses 
Initiator(s) DSO 
Receiver(s) AGR 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

The DSO subscribes to all AGR active in a district to get informed of the D-
prognoses for the district congestion point (i.e. the transformer). The AGR will send 
updates to the DSO every time this D-prognosis changes. When the day-ahead gate 
closure is passed the DSO sends an “unsubscribe” message. 

Sequence 
diagram 

 
Implementati
on details 

The protocol run by the DSO and AGR agents is an instantiation of the 1:N 
conversation version of the generic JADE Subscribe protocol as described in 
Section 3.1.4. In particular, the DSO agent participates in the protocol as 
Subscription Initiator whereas each AGR agent participates as a Publisher. 

Callback 
methods 

For the SubscriptionInitiator (DSO): 
          protected void handleInform(ACLMessage inform) 
          Code provided in order to handle the messages with updates on the D-
prognosis of an AGR (see DPrognosisNotification message type). 
          protected void handleAllResponses(Vector responses) 
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          Code provided in order to handle the messages when updates on the D-
Prognosis for all AGRs have been received for the first time (i.e. to perform the 
grid safety analysis). 
For the Publisher (AGR): 
           public ACLMessage prepareResponse(Subscription subscription) 
           Code provided in order for the AGR agent to create the message for     
           the DSO containing its D-prognosis (see DPrognosisNotification message  
            type). 

Message types SubscribeToDPrognosis and DPrognosisNotification 

Table 13 Trade Flexibility For Congestion Management protocol 

Protocol TradeFlexibilityForCongestionManagement 
Initiator(s) DSO 
Receiver(s) AGRs 
Purpose/ 
Parameters 

If as an outcome of the grid safety analysis it is detected that a congestion will arise, 
the DSO starts the Yellow regime and the process of flexibility trading to solve the 
expected congestion. For this purpose, the DSO enables a local flexibility market 
among all active AGRs at the congestion point to procure flexibility. This 
negotiation starts with the DSO agent sending to each active AGR a FlexRequest 
message. Upon reception of a FlexRequest, each AGR answers with a FlexOffer, 
which is the result of performing an in portfolio-optimisation taking into account 
the incentives given by the DSO agent in its FlexRequest. This exchange of 
messages is iterated until the DSO determines that the expected congestion is solved 
using the ordered flexibility (if it is not the case, the protocol finishes and the DSO 
agent starts the Orange regime6). On convergence, the DSO places an order for 
flexibility by sending a FlexOrder message to each AGR. The AGRs receive the 
flexibility orders, resulting in the actual procurement of flexibility by the DSO from 
AGRs. The AGRs providing flexibility go back to the Plan phase to update their A-
plan and send their new D-prognoses to the DSO. 

Sequence 
diagram 

 

                                                
6	The orange regime is out of the scope of Mas2tering.	
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Implementati
on details 

The protocol run by the DSO and the AGR agents is an instantiation of the iterative 
JADE contract net protocol as described in Section 3.1.3. In particular, the DSO 
agent participates in the protocol as ContractNetInitiator (i.e. flexibility buyer) 
whereas each AGR agent active in the congestion point (it is a 1:N protocol) 
participates as SSIteratedContractNetResponder. 

Callback 
methods 

For the ContractNetInitiator (AGR): 
       protected void handleAllResponses(Vector responses, Vector acceptances) 
       Code provided in order to process AGR offers. If it has not converged  
       the protocol computes a new set of CFP with new FlexRequest updated  
       with the information received in the last round. Otherwise, if converged the  
       protocol just sent accept proposal messages to all the participants as a state  
       that they accepted their last offer. 
 
For the SSIteratedContractNetResponder (AGR): 
protected ACLMessage handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp) 
           Code provided in order for the AGR agent to compute its FlexOffer (see 
FlexOffer message type) in response to the received FlexRequest (see FlexRequest 
message type). To do this, the AGR calls the in-portfolio optimisation protocol 
considering also the FlexRequest received from the AGR request.  
           protected ACLMessage handleAcceptProposal(ACLMessage cfp, 
ACLMessage propose, ACLMessage accept) 
          Code provided in order for the AGR agent to record that its last FlexOffer 
(see FlexOffer message type) has been accepted. 
 

Message type FlexRequest, FlexOffer, FlexOrder 
 

6.2 ACL messages  

This section documents the messages exchanged in the context of UC3. 

 

6.2.1 SubscribeToDPrognosis message 

Protocol SubscribeDPrognoses (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.SUBSCRIBE 
From agent type DSO To agent type AGR 
Payload name SubscribeToDPrognosis 
Payload contents PeriodStart = DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – starting time 

for which the information on the flexibility is being queried. 

PeriodEnd =  DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – ending time 
for which the information on the flexibility is being queried. 

PTU-Duration = Integer – the interval duration step in milliseconds. 

Payload description The DSO agent sends an AGR agent a request for subscription for the D-
prognosis for some specific PTUs.  The DSO needs to specify the starting 
point of the period and the final point of the period for which it is querying 
the flexibility (i.e. the 0-PTU will correspond to the initial period and the 
final PTU to the end of the period) as well as the interval (PTU-duration). 
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6.2.2 DPrognosisNotification message 

Protocol  SubscribeDPrognoses (InteractionProtocol: FIPA_SUBSCRIBE) 
Performative ACLMessage.INFORM 
From agent type DSO To agent type AGR 
Payload name DPrognosisNotification  
Payload contents DPrognosis = ExtendedPowerProfile -- The expected power profile of a 

given aggregator portfolio of prosumers including only prosumers related to 
a particular congestion point (i.e. the D-prognoses can be derived from the 
A-plan of an AGR excluding all prosumers not related to the particular 
Congestion Point) for the period subscribed (i.e. usually the day of delivery). 

Payload description The AGR updates the DSO on its D-prognosis, by sending its expected 
power profile for the period queried by the DSO in order for it to perform 
grid safety analysis.  The D-Prognosis does not include details about the 
available flexibility or prices but only the quantity of power for each 
corresponding PTU.  

 

6.2.3 FlexRequest message 

Protocol Trade Flexibility For Congestion Management (InteractionProtocol: 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.CFP   
From agent type DSO To agent type AGR 
Payload name FlexRequest 
Payload contents FlexRequest = FlexRequest (see FlexRequest  data structure)–  it includes 

for each PTU what amount of power is needed by the market to deal with 
the congestion (i.e. negative stands for required production or reduction of 
consumption, positive stands for increment of consumption or reduction of 
consumption) and the current price that is paid per unit 

Payload description FlexRequest messages are issued to indicate the actual need of the district to 
deal with congestion issues.  

 

6.2.4 FlexOffer message 

Protocol Trade Flexibility For Congestion Management (InteractionProtocol: 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.PROPOSE 
From agent type DSO To agent type AGR 
Payload name FlexOffer 
Payload contents FlexOffer = FlexOffer (see FlexOffer data structure)– Offer containing a 

list of PTUs, with for each PTU the change (positive or negative volume) 
offered by the AGR (i.e. the flexibility provider) in response to the 
associated FlexRequest. 

Payload description FlexOffer messages are sent by the AGR as response to a previous received 
FlexRequest message (i.e. FlexOffer messages should only be sent once a 
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FlexRequest message has been received and must never be sent as an 
unsolicited message). So each FlexOffer message can be associated with the 
corresponding FlexRequest message. A FlexOffer contains a list of PTUs, 
and for each PTU the change (positive or negative volume) offered by the 
AGR in response to the associated FlexRequest. 

Notice that unlike USEF in Mas2tering we do not allow that multiple 
FlexOffer messages to be sent based on a single FlexRequest message. The 
reason for this is that in Mas2tering the protocol of flexibility negotiations is 
iterative and hence, multiple FlexOffer messages are issued by the same 
flexibility provider but only in response to different FlexRequests.   

Moreover, unlike USEF in which the price is contained in the FlexOffer, in 
Mas2tering the price is contained in the FlexRequest. This is required to be 
aligned with the agent-based protocols proposed as part of D3.3 in which 
messages are exchanged in that way. 

	

6.2.5 FlexOrder message 

Protocol Trade Flexibility For Congestion Management (InteractionProtocol: : 
FIPA_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL) 

Performative ACLMessage.ACCEPT_PROPOSAL 
From agent type DSO To agent type AGR 
Payload name FlexOrder 
Payload contents FlexOrder = FlexOrder (see FlexOrder data structure) – Offer containing a 

list of PTUs, and for each PTU the change (positive or negative volume) 
ordered by the DSO agent in response to the associated FlexRequest. 

Payload description The FlexOrder message is used to signal the acceptance of a previous 
FlexOffer. Therefore, it contains the list of PTUs, and for each PTU the 
change (positive or negative volume) corresponding to the offer sent (i.e. 
this PTU list should be copied from the FlexOffer message without 
modification), plus the accepted price to be paid for this FlexOffer. 

 

6.3  Generated JADE ontology classes that support UC3 
communication protocols 

UC3 protocols SubscribeDPrognoses and TradeFlexibilityForCongestionManagement involve the 
DSO and Aggregator agents. An offline test of these communication protocols has been implemented. 
Figure 22 shows the mock agent classes and the messaging behaviours implemented to that effect, while 
Figure 21 shows the main ontology concepts that are associated with DSO agents. 
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Figure 21  Ontology concepts associated with a DSO agent. 

 
Figure 22  Communication protocols  of UC3, test Java/JADE classes 

 

Finally, the predicates depicted in Figure 23 are the entities that connect the ontology concepts with each 
other. If concepts are considered as sets of individuals, predicates are connections between individuals. 
Concepts and predicates are required to define the message content that is to be encoded transparently 
into FIPA-ACL by the JADE bean ontology feature. As an example, the following goes over the code 
that’s used to test sending flexibility request from an aggregator agent to another aggregator agent: 

First, we create an 
instance of a proper 
JADE data structure 

ContentElementList cel = new ContentElementList(); 
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to store the message 
content 

Then, we create an 
instance of message 
payload, in this case 
a flexibility request 

AgrAgrFlexibilityRequest flexOrder = new AgrAgrFlexibilityRequestBuilder() 
.withGUID("guid").withRequestedFlexibilityAmount(1000D) 
.withResquestedPeakLoadShift(1000D).build(); 

 

The message 
payload keeps track 
of which agent sent 
it and which agent 
receives it, by 
instantiating two 
predicates 
sentByAgent and 
receivedByAgent 

Mas2teringAggregatorAgent me = new Mas2teringAggregatorAgent(); 
me.setLocalID(this.getAgent().getLocalName()); 
SentByAgent sentByAgent = new SentByAgent(); 
sentByAgent.setSubjectSentByAgent(flexOrder); 
sentByAgent.setObjectSentByAgentList(Arrays.asList(me)); 
cel.add(sentByAgent); 
Mas2teringAggregatorAgent aggregator = new Mas2teringAggregatorAgent(); 
aggregator.setLocalID("ReceiverAgent"); 
ReceivedByAgent receivedByAgent = new ReceivedByAgent(); 
receivedByAgent.setSubjectReceivedByAgent(flexOrder); 
receivedByAgent.setObjectRecievedByAgentList(Arrays.asList(aggregator)); 
cel.add(receivedByAgent); 
 

Then, the message 
payload is 
populated with a 
flexibility tariff, a 
flexibility energy 
unit and a peak 
window, by using 
the proper ontology 
predicates 

FlexibilityTariff flexibilityTarrif = new FlexibilityTariffBuilder() 
.build(); 
HasFlexibilityTariff hasFlexibilityTarrif = new HasFlexibilityTariff(); 
hasFlexibilityTarrif.setSubjectHasFlexibilityTariff(flexOrder); 
hasFlexibilityTarrif.setObjectHasFlexibilityTariffList(Arrays. 
asList(flexibilityTarrif)); 
cel.add(hasFlexibilityTarrif); 
 
EnergyUnit energyUnit = new EnergyUnitBuilder().build(); 
HasFlexibilityUnit hasFlexibilityUnit = new HasFlexibilityUnit(); 
hasFlexibilityUnit.setSubjectHasFlexibilityUnit(flexOrder); 
hasFlexibilityUnit.setObjectHasFlexibilityUnitList(Arrays. 
asList(energyUnit)); 
cel.add(hasFlexibilityUnit); 
 
PeakWindow peakWindow = new PeakWindowBuilder().build(); 
HasPeakWindow hasPeakWindow = new HasPeakWindow(); 
hasPeakWindow.setSubjectHasPeakWindow(flexOrder); 
hasPeakWindow.setObjectHasPeakWindowList(Arrays.asList(peakWindow)); 
cel.add(hasPeakWindow); 

Then an instance of 
ACL message is 
created and 
configured to make 
use of the FIPA SL 
(as serialisation 
language) codec 
and the Mas2tering 
ontology (as a 
specific content 
language), and is 
addressed to the 
targeted agent. 

ACLMessage msg = new ACLMessage(ACLMessage.REQUEST); 
msg.setOntology(ontology.getName()); 
msg.setLanguage(codec.getName()); 
msg.addReceiver(new AID("ReceiverAgent", AID.ISLOCALNAME)); 
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Finally, the 
message is filled 
with the content 
storage structure 
and the aggregator 
agent sends the 
message. 

// set message content 
getContentManager().fillContent(msg, cel); 
 
// send message 
this.getAgent().send(msg); 
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Figure 23  Predicates in the Mas2tering ontology 
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7 Conclusions 
This deliverable has described a range of MAS communication components which were implemented 
as part of the Mas2tering project. Taking as input the design specification provided in deliverable D5.3 
“Global MAS Communication Design”, this deliverable documented the implementation of the agent 
interaction protocols. 

To this end, JADE generic interaction protocols were revised and mapped to the relevant Mas2tering 
protocols. In particular, the SubscribeFlexibility, SubscribePPlan and SubscribeDPrognosis protocols 
have been implemented as instances of a modified version of the JADE generic Subscribe protocol (i.e. 
the so-called Publish-Subscribe protocol). Similarly, the ProposeDevicePowerSchedules protocol has 
been implemented as an instantiation of the JADE generic Propose protocol.  Furthermore, the 
deliverable implemented a generic Mas2tering 1:N negotiation flexibility protocol along with its two 
main roles: (i) the initiator, that starts and regulates the flexibility negotiation rounds, issuing flexibility 
pricing information and flexibility requests; and (ii) the participants, that communicate their expected 
power profiles as offers to the negotiation requests. This protocol is implemented as an instantiation of 
the generic JADE Contract Net protocol. The three Mas2tering negotiation-based optimisation protocols 
(i.e. InPortfolioOptimisation, TradeFlexibilityForPortfolioOptimisation and 
TradeFlexibilityForCongestionManagement) that negotiate flexibilities at different levels have been 
implemented as instances of this protocol. These protocols are now ready to be completed with the 
optimisation behaviours developed as part of deliverable D3.3 “MAS-based grid optimization and self-
healing components”. Moreover, agents participating in these protocols can perform encryption and 
authentication as a result of the integration of the secure smart control component (developed by 
Cassidian CyberSecurity) with the JADE-based Mas2tering platform. 

This deliverable also describes the implementation of the ACL messages exchanged for each agent 
interaction protocol, which are based on the Mas2tering ontology. The code generation process of these 
messages uses a JADE ontology generator that takes the Mas2tering OWL ontology as input and 
generates a JADE-compliant ontology class and associated JADE beans. 

Finally, this deliverable documents the communication components that have been developed in order 
to cover the physical tests that will take place as part of UC1 validation (at the home level).  These 
components are aimed at enhancing the communications of the Device agent with the Energy Box and 
the real devices present at the prosumer premises.  In particular, communication components based on 
web services have been implemented in order for the Device agent to interface with:  

(i) The Device Abstraction Layer (DAL) API so that it can interact with the real devices 
through the Energy Box. 

(ii) The Access Control Component (i.e. the PANDA software provided by TSSG) to control 
the access to the prosumer´s premises. 

(iii) The Forecasting services to retrieve the consumption and production forecasts related to the 
in-home devices. 

 

In a nutshell, as a result of this deliverable, the Mas2tering platform is ready to be first, integrated with 
the optimisation algorithms developed as part of WP3, and later to be validated as part of WP6 activities. 
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Annex A Mas2tering Data Structures 
 

Table 14 DeviceFlexibilityInfo data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

DeviceId String – The Device identifier. 

DeviceType { Fixed | Deferrable | ExternalTie | Storage} – The type of device 

DeviceInfo DeviceInfo – The data structure containing the flexibility information of the device. 

 

Table 15 FixedDeviceInfo data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

ExpectedPowerProfile ExtendedPowerProfile -- The forecasted (unflexible) power profile of this 
devices for each PTU in the period. 

 

Table 16 DeviceFlexibilityDeferrable data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

MinStartPTU Integer -- Number of the minimum PTU in which this device can be started. 

MaxStartPTU Integer -- Number of the maximum PTU in which this device can be started. 

PowerProfile ArrayInteger -- Array of power consumed (positive value) or produced (negative 
value) in Watts. 

 

Table 17 DeviceExternalTie data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

PullFromExternalPrices ArrayDouble (0..n) – Price per unit (in Watts) of energy pulled from the 
external source for each PTU in the period. 

InjectToExternalPrices ArrayDouble (0..n) – Price per unit (in Watts) of energy injected to the 
external source for each PTU in the period. 

TransactionLimits ArrayDouble (0..n) – Limit (in Watts) on the energy injected to/pulled from 
the external source for each PTU in the period. 

 

Table 18 DeviceStorage data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

MaxChargingRate Double – Maximum charging rate (in Watts) of the storage unit. 

MaxDischargingRate Double – Maximum discharging rate (in Watts) of the storage unit. 

MaxCapacity Double – Maximum capacity (in Watts) of the storage unit. 

InitialCharge Double –Initial charge (in Watts) of the storage unit at the beginning of the 
period. 
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Table 19 ExtendedPowerProfile data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

PowerProfile ArrayDouble (0..n) – Power profile (in Watts) for the required period. 

PeriodStart DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – starting time of the period for which 
the power profile is provided. 

PeriodEnd DateTime (in yyyymmddHHMMSS format) – ending time of the period for which 
the power profile is provided. 

PTU-Duration Integer – the interval duration step in milliseconds. 

 

Table 20 FlexRequest data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

PowerRequest ExtendedPowerProfile -- Power requested (at the corresponding price). Positive 
means that consumption is requested for that time slot. Negative means that 
production is requested for that time slot. 

Prices ArrayDouble(0..n) --- : The price offered for each unit of power in the required 
direction (i.e. consumption/production) for each PTU. 

Currency ISO4217Currency  -- ISO 4217 code indicating the currency that applies to the 
prices listed for each PTU. 

 

Table 21 FlexOffer data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

FlexibilityRequestId Long– Identifier of the flexibility request related to this offer 

PowerOffered ExtendedPowerProfile – Extended power profile offered for the transaction as a 
response to a FlexibilityRequest 

Table 22 FlexOrder data structure 

Attribute name Attribute type – Description 

FlexOfferId Long – Identifier of the FlexOffer related to this order. 

PowerOrdered ExtendedPowerProfile -- Power profile ordered for the transaction. 

Price Double -- Total price for the transaction. 
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